
Kingz & Pharaohz
Miami's celebrity disc jockey, DJ Mixx,
and Brooklyn native Terry B., who are
best known throughout the hip-hop
community as the group 'Kingz &
Pharaohz.'

MIAMI, FLORIDA, USA, February 25,
2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Miami's
celebrity disc jockey, DJ Mixx, and
Brooklyn native Terry B., who are best
known throughout the hip-hop community
as the group 'Kingz & Pharaohz.' Mixx
and Terry, are swiftly being recognized
and respected among the industry's
leading artists.

The charismatic duo's first single and
crossover hit, "Make it Hot," is a blend of
hip-hop, dance, and techno music, giving
the two a recipe for success.

Making a name for themselves as one of
the industry's up-and-coming groups to
look for in 2015, Kingz & Pharaohz offers
a smooth lyrical flow that lives over a salt
shaker beat. Their unique sound is
putting them among hip-hop
heavyweights like Wiz Khalifa and Juicy
J.

Following in the footsteps of the
predecessors, these industry natives
have rocked sold out crowds across the
nation -- putting them in a league of their
own.

Kingz & Pharaohz is becoming a strong
force to be reckoned with as they
continue to climb the indie charts. Thus,
their competition is shaking in their major
label studio boots.

"The songs are essentially an invitation

to the listener [to take a] spiritual journey into our lives as artists and thinkers." - DJ Mixx

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.kingzandpharaohz.com/
https://soundcloud.com/kingzandpharaohz


Dj Mixx plunged into his career as a celebrity DJ, touring along with platinum selling and Billboard
Chart topping artists. While Mixx continued to electrify clubs nationwide, his momentum grew, while
alongside long time friend and producer Terry B., whom clears almost two decades of producing for
the mainstream, stays true to his roots, and is inspired by golden age Hip Hop icons.

“A balance of brilliance and sonic resilience, our message is masala steeped in soul. “ - Terry B.

Kingz & Pharaohz isn’t just some hip-hop group who has to force the bars of jaw-dropping metaphors,
the gift is just that a gift, which comes organically natural to them. Mixx and Terry’s rhymes and
melodic hooks command attention.

Combining their roguish but irrefutable combo of looks, Mixx’s crisp voice that truly goes beast mode.
Terry B’s melodic and relatable vocal  swagger seals the signature to produce an EP, making a
complete album that is straight ear candy, that is pure fire- both energetic and triumphant.

The album’s first track, ‘Make it Hot’,  proves that with easy-to-remember hook and concise lyrics
mesh well with the thumping snares and makes listeners want to turn up, simultaneously sits
comfortably on the airwaves and in the clubs.

‘Make it Hot’, is most likely Kingz & Pharaohz progressive project thus far. They sound amazing and
continue to please their core fans with club-friendly music.

“With all the conflict, allegations and turmoil sweeping the rap game in the past month, hip-hop needs
a moment to relax and have fun. That moment has finally arrived.“ - XXL
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